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Abstract

Objectives: Chronic diseases are important predictors of self-rated health (SRH). This study 
investigated whether multimorbidity has a synergistic or cumulative impact on SRH. Moderation 
by gender and age was examined.

Methods: Data originated from the Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam (LASA, N=2,046, aged 
57-98). We assessed the presence of lung disease, cardiac disease, peripheral atherosclerosis, 
stroke, diabetes mellitus, arthritis, and cancer. SRH was measured with the question ‘How is 
your health in general?’ including five response categories. Generalized ordered probit models 
were applied; possible synergism was examined by testing for nonlinearity of the association.

Results: The association between multimorbidity and SRH was nonlinear in that the effect of 
having a single disease was larger than the added effects of co-occurring diseases. However, 
from the second disease onward, each additional co-occurring disease caused cumulative 
declines in SRH. Only in the oldest old (85+), the impact of a single disease was similar to that of 
co-occurring diseases. Results were similar for men and women.

Discussion: Our findings help to improve understanding of the impact multimorbidity has on 
SRH: having a single disease increases the chance of poor health more than each co-occurring 
disease, indicating some overlap between diseases or adaptation to declining health.
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Introduction

Self-rated health (SRH) is of increasing interest as a health indicator in both health policy and 
research1. It is a strong predictor of future health outcomes, including mortality, even after 
adjusting for health indicators like self-reported medical conditions or medical records2,3. As 
compared to other predictors such as functional limitations, mental health, physical fitness, 
socioeconomic status and lifestyle factors, physical health status, especially the presence of one 
or more chronic diseases, represents the most pronounced predictor of SRH4,5.

So far, research has focused far more often on the effect of separate diseases, despite 
the fact that multimorbidity has a high prevalence in the older population: more than 50% of 
all adults aged 55 and over currently has at least two chronic conditions, and more than 30% 
suffers from three or more chronic diseases6,7. 

Studies have shown that the number of diseases is associated with SRH8,9, and also that 
developing more chronic diseases predicts a decline in SRH10,11. With respect to the shape of the 
association -whether and how the effect of additional diseases differs from that of having a single 
disease-, three plausible hypotheses can be put forward. Firstly, different diseases may interact 
with each other, causing poor SRH beyond what would be expected based on just summing their 
separate effects. For some specific disease combinations this synergistic exacerbating effect 
has been found, which emphasizes the need for improving disease management in persons 
with multimorbidity12,13. Secondly, cumulative effects of multiple diseases on SRH have been 
reported, meaning that co-occurring diseases show a simple additive impact on SRH14. Finally, 
two previous studies provided evidence for an inverse synergistic or dampening effect8,11. The 
first study among older men showed a larger effect for having one disease, compared to the 
added effect of having multiple diseases. The second study found a dampening effect on SRH 
with increasing scores on a comorbidity index. This effect may be explained either by the fact 
that some diseases manifest themselves with similar symptoms showing overlapping effects on 
SRH, or by the occurrence of adaptation to a declining health state. 

As previous studies have provided no definite answer, the goal of this study was to 
investigate in a population-based sample of older adults whether multimorbidity has an 
exacerbating effect, a simple cumulative effect, or a dampening effect on SRH. To that end, the 
linearity of the association between a count of total number of chronic diseases and SRH was 
examined. We applied ordinal regression analysis, which enables the assessment of the impact 
of multimorbidity for all categories of SRH and avoids information loss, which arises from using 
a dichotomy to represent the ordered categories of SRH.

We further examined whether multimorbidity has a different impact on SRH according 
to gender and age. First, chronic conditions are distributed differently between men and 
women15 and, given comparable health status, Dutch men were shown to report worse SRH 
than women16. We expected a weakening association between chronic diseases and SRH with 
age, since chronic disease may be viewed more as on-time events in older old than in younger 
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old8,9,17. On the other hand, the impact of diseases may increase with age because the prospect 
of disability, dependency on others and dying is increased only further. 

Methods

Sample
Our sample was derived from the Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam (LASA), an ongoing 
multidisciplinary study focusing on predictors and consequences of changes in well-being and 
autonomy in the older population. Details on the sampling and data collection procedures have 
been described elsewhere18. In short, a random sample of older adults (age 55-85), stratified 
by age and gender according to expected 5-year mortality, was drawn from the population 
registries of 11 municipalities in three geographical regions of The Netherlands in 1992. Sample 
members were approached first for the NESTOR program ‘Living arrangements and Social 
Networks of older Adults’ (N=3,805; response rate 62%)19, and after an average of 10 months 
the participants were approached for the LASA baseline measurement (N=3,107; response rate 
82%). The Medical Ethics Committee of the VU University Medical Center approved the LASA 
study; informed consent was obtained from all respondents. Respondents were examined in 
their homes by trained and supervised interviewers once every three years. In 2002, a group 
of 1,002 new respondents (aged 55-65; response rate 57%), sampled from the same sampling 
frame as the original cohort, was added to the sample. 

Data from the fifth LASA cycle (conducted in 2005/2006) were used in this study. An 
advantage of using this recent measurement is that there is a wide range in the age of the 
respondents (57-98 years). Excluded respondents were those for whom questions were 
answered by a proxy (N=117) and those with missing data on either chronic diseases or SRH 
(N=2). In total, the number of respondents included in the current analyses was 2,046.

Of the participants who completed the previous interview in 2001/2002 (N=2,693), 
377 (14.0%) had died before 2005, and 151 (5.6%) were lost to follow-up because of refusal, 
frailty or other reasons. Excluded respondents and non-responders who were still alive in 2005 
were older and had worse SRH at the previous measurement (p<.01), reported lower income 
and education levels (p<.01), were less often married (p<.01), and more often suffered from 
diabetes (p<.05) and stroke (p<.01).

Measures
Self-rated health was assessed by the question: ‘How is your health in general?’ Response 
categories were (1) ‘very good’, (2) ‘good’, (3) ‘fair’, (4) ‘sometimes good, sometimes bad’, and 
(5) ‘poor’20. Categories 4 and 5 were merged to avoid a large number of empty cells. 

The presence of chronic diseases was determined by means of explicitly asking 
respondents whether they currently or previously had any of the following seven chronic diseases 
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or disease events: chronic non-specific lung disease (CNSLD: asthma, chronic bronchitis, or 
pulmonary emphysema), cardiac disease, peripheral atherosclerosis, stroke, diabetes mellitus, 
arthritis (rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis), and cancer. The selection of these seven major 
chronic diseases was based on their prevalence (>5%) in the 55+ age group in the Netherlands 
21. In addition, respondents were asked to report a maximum of two other diseases which were 
present for three months or longer for which they were being treated or regularly examined by 
a physician. 

Included as possible confounders were marital status (married vs. unmarried), and 
income and education level as indicators of socioeconomic position, since they were shown to 
be independently associated with SRH22. Income level comprised three categories: low (<€935), 
intermediate (€935-€1560), and high (>€1560). The income of respondents living with a partner 
was multiplied by 0.7, to make their income comparable to that of one-person households23. 
Persons with missing income data (N=389) were assigned the category ‘missing’. During the 
baseline interview, respondents were asked about their highest level of education, expressed 
in years.

Statistical analyses
After describing basic characteristics of the sample, we applied generalized ordered regression 
analysis, using Stata 10 (StataCorp LP, 2009, College Station, TX), since SRH response categories 
follow an ordinal ranking. The probit link function was used, appropriate for the normally 
distributed outcome SRH. A disadvantage of the probit link function is that there is no 
straightforward interpretation of the generated regression coefficients. However, since our main 
interest was in the shape of the association between number of diseases and SRH, we chose 
the link function that best describes the data. As the assumption of parallel lines was violated, 
we applied a partial proportional odds model24,25: constrained estimation of coefficients was 
applied for those categories of SRH where estimating equal coefficients was allowed (i.e. where 
the assumption of parallel lines was met). 

A synergistic or cumulative impact of multimorbidity on SRH was defined as a nonlinear 
or linear association, respectively, between number of diseases and SRH. Linearity was 
examined with a generalized ordered probit model including SRH as the outcome measure and 
a variable for number of chronic diseases and its quadratic term as predictor variables. In case 
this quadratic term was significant, we concluded that a nonlinear association exists and dummy 
variables were then reported for each number of diseases, with no diseases as the reference 
category. 

To examine significant effect modification by age and gender, we added product terms 
of these variables with the number of diseases to the model. In addition, product terms of age 
or gender with the quadratic term for number of diseases were added, to examine whether 
nonlinearity was moderated by age or gender. In case effect modification was present, the 
effects were assessed separately for men and women or for different age groups. We applied 
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of these dummies with the independent predictor. One by one, dummies were recoded such 
that the reference group was zero, and the estimated predictor effect belonged to that group26. 

Potential confounders were required to be associated both with the number of chronic 
diseases and SRH (p < .20). In case the regression coefficient of the predictor variable changed 
with more than 10% after adding the confounder, the confounder was retained in the final 
model. 

The level of statistical significance was p < .05 for main effects. Because the power of 
statistical tests for higher order terms is generally lower than for first-order terms27, we chose p 
< .10 for interaction effects, to reduce the chance that we would dismiss relevant modification 
effects. All analyses were adjusted for age in years and gender, in case gender was not an effect 
modifier, and were weighted to the age- and gender distribution of the Dutch population at 
January 1, 2006.

Results

Sample characteristics, weighted to the Dutch population, are presented in Table 1. Chi-square 
tests and Pearson’s correlations revealed that female gender (p < .05), as well as higher age, 
being unmarried, lower education, and lower income (p < .001) were associated with worse 
self-rated health (data not shown). 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Study Sample, Unweighted N = 2,046

Weighted mean 
(sd) / N (%)

Weighted mean 
(sd) / N (%)

Age (years)
Female gender  
Married 
Education (years)
Income
  Low (< €935)
  Middle (€935-€1560)
  High (> €1560)
  No data 
Self-rated health 
  1=Very good
  2=Good
  3=Fair
  4=Sometimes good/ bad
  5=Poor

69.2 (8.6)
54.3%
67.9%

10.0 (3.4)

13.0%
35.3%
34.7%
17.0%

12.2%
53.1%
23.6%
8.9%
2.2%

Nr of chronic diseases
  0
  1
  2
  3
  4
  5-7
CNSLDa

Cardiac disease
Peripheral atherosclerosis
Diabetes
Stroke 
Arthritis
Cancer 
Other

1.5 (1.2)
24.1%
33.1%
23.9%
12.1%
4.9%
1.9%

12.4%
22.6%
7.2%

11.0%
5.8%

43.9%
13.1%
25.2%

a Chronic non-specific lung disease
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The association between number of chronic diseases and SRH was nonlinear. Therefore, the 
effects are shown for dummy variables indicating the number of diseases (Table 2). Since only 
42 (2.1%) respondents had more than four diseases, they were merged with those having four 
diseases. The strongest effect of multimorbidity on SRH was found within dichotomization # 2. 
In general, the increase in the positive coefficients indicates a decline in SRH with each increase 
in number of co-occurring diseases. However, the significant p-values, reflecting negative 
nonlinear effects, indicate that the impact on SRH decreases with each increment in number of 
diseases. When persons without any disease were excluded (data not shown), and linearity was 
tested again with the continuous disease variable and its quadratic term, the quadratic term 
was not significant anymore. This indicates that nonlinearity was caused by the relatively large 
impact of having a single disease, compared to co-occurring diseases, which showed cumulative 
declines in SRH.

Table 2. Generalized Ordered Regression Models for Predicting SRH with Number of 
Chronic Diseases in Total Sample.

N = 2,046 Dichotomization # 1a

Good/Fair/Poor vs.
Very Good 

Dichotomization # 2
Fair/Poor vs.

Good/Very Good 

Dichotomization # 3a

Poor vs.
Fair/Good/Very Good

p-value test for 
nonlinearityb:

.007 .000 .007

Nr of diseases Coeff (95% CI) Coeff (95% CI) Coeff (95% CI)
0
1 
2
3
≥4

-
0.59 (0.43-0.76)
1.11 (0.93-1.30)
1.53 (1.30-1.77)
1.91 (1.65-2.18)

-
0.89 (0.67-1.11)
1.51 (1.29-1.73)
1.96 (1.71-2.21)
2.48 (2.17-2.78)

-
0.59 (0.43-0.76)
1.11 (0.93-1.30)
1.53 (1.30-1.77)
1.91 (1.65-2.18)

Notes: Link function used: Probit. Bold printed coefficients are significant at P < .05 (i.e. the 
null-hypothesis that coefficients are equal to zero is rejected). The model is adjusted for age 
and gender. 
a Coefficients for dichotomizations # 1 and # 3 in an unconstrained model were not statistically 
different (P > .05), therefore they were equally estimated.
b Nonlinearity was tested in an ordinal regression model with a count variable of number of 
diseases together with its quadratic term.

There was no confounding effect of income level, education level or marital status. In addition, 
gender or age in years did not moderate the association or the linearity of the association 
between number of diseases and SRH. However, when introducing four age categories we 
found differences between the oldest old (aged 85+) and the other age groups, both in the 
shape (p < .05) and strength (p < .10) of the association. This effect was most pronounced in 
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age group, according to the number of diseases. 
A linear association was found only in the oldest old, indicating a cumulative impact of 

diseases. Nonlinear associations in the other age groups again indicated a relatively large effect 
of having a single disease. A large effect of having a single disease was also found in persons aged 
57-64, and was not affected by the relatively large impact of having more than three compared 
to three diseases (Figure 1). This large effect of having more than three diseases also was not 
statistically significant from the effect in other age groups.

The impact of having one disease in the oldest old was smaller than in other age groups, 
and was not significantly different from the effect of having no diseases (p .285). This might be 
caused by the fact that in this age group the prevalence of poor SRH is already higher in those 
without any chronic diseases. 

Discussion

In this study, the association between multimorbidity and self-rated health was investigated. 
The main finding was that multiple diseases did not have an exacerbating synergistic effect 
on SRH. In contrast, having a single disease increased the chance of having poorer health to 
a larger extent than each co-occurring disease, suggesting a synergistic dampening effect of 
multimorbidity, which was moderated by age. Nonetheless, the results showed that from the 
first disease onward, multimorbidity has a cumulative negative impact on SRH. 

Although it is well-known that having more diseases results in poorer SRH, in this 
study we focused on the shape of the association between a count of the number of chronic 
diseases and SRH. Previous studies have shown that the individual impact of diseases on either 
a dichotomization of SRH8 or a decline in SRH11 decreased with each increase in the number of 
conditions. Our results refine this finding, in that having one disease showed a greater negative 
impact on SRH than co-occurring diseases. Co-occurring diseases were associated with smaller 
cumulative declines in SRH. Thus, when persons already have a chronic disease, the smaller 
added impact of having a second or third disease suggests that some extent of adaptation occurs. 
To some degree, symptoms associated with different diseases may show overlap, however, the 
fact that the impact does not further decrease with a third or fourth disease contradicts this 
hypothesis. Furthermore, it is likely that the severity of the already present symptoms increases 
when a second disease is accompanied by similar symptoms. A more likely explanation for our 
results is that the impact of having a first disease on SRH is of a different kind, for instance 
with respect to the onset of disability or the need for health care. This hypothesis should be 
confirmed longitudinally in further research.

Significant associations, although weaker, were found when dichotomizing between the 
more extreme categories of SRH (e.g. poor vs. better than poor). Clearly, the number of diseases 
better differentiates between ‘good’ and ‘less than good’ health than between other categories 
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of SRH. However, the results also show that chronic diseases still affect SRH, even when it is 
already less than good. 
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In contrast with our hypothesis and with the study by Crimmins et al.16, men did not rate their 
health worse than women. It might be that worse SRH in men is compensated for by more 
disability in women, which in this study we have not controlled for. Differential effects arising 
from different types of diseases, -women more often suffer from disabling diseases and men 
from fatal diseases16- may be masked by the cumulation of different diseases. Future research 
may show whether there are gender effects in how the cumulation of specific diseases leads to 
worse SRH.

We found no evidence for a gradually decreasing impact of diseases on SRH with age, 
which is in contrast with other studies8,11,28. Thus, the hypothesis that the older old expect 
declining health and thus evaluate new diagnoses as ‘on-time’ events was not confirmed17. We 
did find a large impact of having more than three diseases on SRH in persons aged 57-64. This 
might indicate that younger persons evaluate multimorbidity as an ‘off-time’ event; however, 
the impact was not significantly different from that in other age groups. Duration since diagnosis 

Figure 1. Weighted percentages with less than good self-rated health in the total sample and in each 
age group, according to the number of chronic diseases 
*  Nonlinearity was significant at P < .05, tested in an ordinal regression model with a count 

variable of number of diseases together with its quadratic term. 
a  The nonlinear effect in this age group concerns the relatively large impact of having one 

disease, not the large impact of having more than three diseases.
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a longer time ago in the younger old than in the older old, complicating the on-time/off-time 
theory. Having a single disease did show a smaller impact in the oldest old (85+) than in the 
younger groups. This may be due to the relatively poor SRH in those without diseases among the 
oldest old as compared to those without diseases in the younger groups. Both the expectation 
of deteriorating health and a worse health state without chronic diseases may play a role in this 
finding. A possible explanation is that frailty, which does not necessarily co-occur with chronic 
diseases29, leads to a poor SRH in the oldest old. 

A strong aspect of this study is that the results provide new information about the shape 
of the association between the number of chronic diseases and SRH, in a population-based 
sample. A proportional odds model was used for self-rated health as the outcome measure. 
In such a model, more information about SRH categories could be obtained than from using a 
simple dichotomy to represent the ordered SRH categories. In addition, in a partially constrained 
model, different coefficients are estimated only if necessary. 

Some limitations of this study should be addressed. Although it was shown that 
self-reports about chronic diseases are fairly accurate as compared to general practitioner 
reports21, studying the association between self-reported diseases and self-reported health 
might introduce response bias, which leads to artificially inflated associations between chronic 
diseases and SRH. However, we do not see how such bias could account for the finding that first 
diseases have a relatively large impact on SRH. Loss to follow-up is an inevitable consequence 
of a longitudinal study among older persons. However, we do not expect that the results are 
affected by attrition to a large extent, since non-response analysis did not show an effect of 
multimorbidity on attrition, and also because it was shown earlier that prevalences are, but 
associations are not necessarily affected by attrition30. The response rate in the younger cohort 
may be seen as relatively low, but compared to for example the SHARE-study31, response rate in 
this age group seems to be in the middle range of what can be reached in European countries. 
Furthermore, our experience is that especially the active young old are over-represented among 
refusers rather than the unhealthy.

In sum, our findings help to improve the understanding of the impact of multimorbidity 
on SRH. Multimorbidity did not show exacerbating effects on SRH, however, it does lead to 
significant decline in SRH in all age groups. The results showed that having a single disease 
increases the chance of poor health to a larger extent relative to each additional co-occurring 
disease, indicating that either adaptation to worse health or symptom overlap occurs. However, 
each second, third or fourth co-occurring disease did lead to cumulative declines in SRH. 
Further research, preferably on longitudinal data, may focus more specifically on the adaptation 
process, and on health consequences which accompany in particular the diagnosis of a first 
chronic disease as potential explanation for this finding. 
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